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Lateral Translation of Explosion Crater
Ejecta: A Working Model Based

Upon Pellet Experiments

1. INTRODUCTION

The ability to characterize the spatial and temporal distribution of ejecta pro-

duced by an explosive cratering event is essential to the development of accurate

siting criteria for surface and near surface weapons systems and various support

facilities (for example. detection and communication facilities). Empirical studies

of block size distributions around explosion craters 13 together with ballistic models

of ejection conditions4' 5 result in a partial. largely statistical description of the
actual ejecta environment. The ability to relate the process of eiecta deposition

to tie mechanics of excavation controlline the formation of the crater w ould cor-
tribate significantly to (1) developing a framework for ex•trapolating empiric-al

ejecta studies to a variety of, telds and ,eologic-al settings, and (2) characteri-ing

* the relative threat the total ejecta eavironment poses to around based facilities and

personnel.

Similarly. the sampling goals of the rec-ent Apollo missio•rm have led to an

intensive study of the inmqict cratering protesi. C-urrent thenrwie.s ies•t-•,.

the cratering of impart crater frwmationt arn basedt primartly upon (1) small -cale

imnpact expe riments perfornied over a lInimttd range of ivijpaz-t veloitry, prowietile,

size, and with idealized target waterials, and (2) field relationshtips ohserVed at

(HeceiveV fV#r publictation 14 August 197 5)

k;: *~lic to the lAr-ge tun-her of roferoences in above text. please refer to lefserence
Pate No. 45 tor references I through ii.
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large terrestrial impact craters that hav, been preserved at various erosional

levels. An impact cratering event in a layered target produces a stratified eje.ta

deposit with strmtigraphy which is approximately inverted with respect to the Io-al

pre-existing layering, with deepest mjiaterial deposited unear the crate: rin: and

successively shallower horizons exlending to suCe isively greater radial ranges.

(eometrical models of eiecta distribution 10.12 and secondary (ratering effects 13 , 14

have suggested that variations in the anmount of primary ejects and the velocity at

which it impacts the original ground surface are responsible for the morphology of

ejecta deposits observe, over a range of impact crater size. 1, 15, 16 The variety

of morphologies associated with impact crater ejecta deposits primarily reflects

the range of particle %elocity associated with the lateral translation of primary

ejecta from the crater of excavation to a specific radial range. Generally, n'ater-

ial thrown farther travels faster so that the total ejecta deposit can reflect , variety

of depositional processes ranging from the low velocity overturning of 1ma.sive sec-

tions of target material up onto the crater rim to a region of discontinuous second-
11

ary cratering at greater ranges (see Oherheck, 1975).

In cnmparison, the ejecta deposit produced by an explosive cratering event has

qualitatively similar features: the deepest material excavated appears on or near

the riri, and the ejecta deposit is thickest at the criter rim crest and thins rapidly

at larger radial ranges. Oberheek17 has (lenonstrated dimensional similarities in

crater shape and ejecta plume formation. and dynamic similarities in the radial

attenuation or shock pressures for experimental Impact and near-surface explosive

cratering events. These' similarities are ohserved for explo.ion craters with

sealed depths of burst (Sf011) in the range 0. 10 to 0. 50 ft/(lO TNT)t. This

analogy between impact and neatr-surface explosion crateripg may extend to much

12. McGetchin, T. It. , Settle. hi. . and Ilead, .1. W. (1973-1 Radial thickness
variation in impact (,rater ejecta: Implications for lunar basin deposits.
Elarth Planetary Sci. lettr. 20:226-236.

13. Oberbeck, V. It. . Morrison. R. If. , Ilorz, F, . Quaide, W. L. . and Gault. 1). E,
(1974) Smooth Plains and Continuous l)e posits of Craters and Basins. NASA
Tech MiLl 'X-62, 376. Ames RUsentrItc enter, M-rett Fielo. California.

14. Oherheek, V. I.. liorz. F. . Morrison. It. !I. , and 'Wuaide, W. L,. (1973)
Emplacement of the Cayley l'ormation, NASA Tech Mem X-62. 302. Ames
Research Center, Morrett Field, Calviornia.

15. Morrison0 I. It. . and Oberheck. V.1R. (1975) Features or crater .ontinuous
deposits and interpretations r-f their origin. Lunar Science VI. p. 578-SRO.
The Lunar Science Institute, Hfouston. Texas.

16. Settle, NI. , and Hfead, .1. W. (1975) Topngrnphic variations in lunar crater rim
profiles: Implications for the formation of ejecta dleposits. suhmitted to
Icarus.

17. Oherheck, V. It. (1971) 1) aborntory simulation of impact cratering with high
explosives, lour. Geophys. lIes. 76:5732-5749.
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larger craters. in Thus, the variety of depositional processes which characterize

large impact craters may also be produced by correspondingly large, near-

surface explosive events. In fact, an annular zone of secondary craters was pro'-

duced by the Sedan explosion, a large nuclear explosion in alluvium. 19

1.1 Purpose of lhe Prenent Sludy

A complete characterization of the mechanics of ejecta deposition should in-

clude a description of ejection velocity, ejection angle, particle size distribution,

and postshock strength of material excavated by an individual cratering event. These

ejection parameters are primarily determined by the response of the specific

material to the stress wave generated by both explosive and impact events and by

the acceleration of gases produced in the explosion case. The postshock strength

of the material, ejecta particle size distributions, and ejection parameters gener-
ally reflect the relative intensity of the stress wave at different distances from the

center of the crater. The subsequent excavation stage of the crater formation

process then redistributes these stress-induced variations by translating material

to a variety of ranges. The distribution and morphology of the resulting ejecta

deposit represent a transformed record or excavation para ters within the tran-

sient crater or excavation during the cratering event.

The purpose of the present stuc!., is to empirically characterize the 'transfor-

mation function' by which the excavation phase of an explosive cratering event

translates material from a pre-event position to a post-event range within the

ejecta deposit. The relationship between the original and final position of ejected

material places important cnnstraints on the distribution of shock stress and kine-

tic energy produced within the test nmedium by the explosion. This. in turn. per-

mits the association of observed ejecta morphologies such as the hummocky and

grooved terrain observed within the continuous ejecta deposit, ejecta rays. and

discontinuous ejecta clusters with the relative levels of energy distribution within

the test medium.

The explosion cratering experiments described in this report were designed to

empirically describe the material translation process. Tracer pellets were era-

placed at specific positions within the test medinum prior to a shot. then these

pellets were located and their final positions were survtyed after the shot. L.ateral
pellet translation refers to the radial displacement of a pellet produced by the ex-

plosive cratering event measured from surface ground zero (,•'.). All experiments

Ill. Baldwin. R. Ii. (1963) The Measure of the Moon. The University of Chicago
Press, Chicago. Illinois.

19. Roberts. W.A. (1905) Permanent angulat displacement and ejecta-induced
Impulse associated with crater formation, Icarus 4:4110-493.
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were conducted at SDOB in the range appropriate tu the impact crater analogy.

Thus, the results of the present study can be directlyr compared with small impact

cratering experiments.

2. TIIE EXPERIMENTS: SII1rING, MATERIALS, AND PROCEDURE

Small scale explosive cratering experiments were conducted within the Ft.

Devens Reservation during the period of September 1973 through September 1974.

The pellet experiments described in this report represent a part of the total re-

search proiram accomplished (luring this period. The results of parallel studies

concerning the effects of explosive cratering on the bearing strength of granular

earth materials will be reported elsewhere (see Settle and Needleman (1974) for'J0
prPlinminarv results ).

2. 1 Test Site

All cratering experiments were perfornned in an area approximately 50 m X

75 m within the lintel Range on the Ft. Devens Reservation (see Figure 1). The

bedrock Leolog• or the area consists of a metamorphosed sequence of carbonifer-

ous sedimentary u-its situated within the Worcester trough. In the vicinity of the

test site. this sequence is represented by phyllite. schist, and quartzite rocks
21

which are extensively intruded by granite and minor ,z2:nLtt of diabase. The

surface geology surrounding the site is dominated by glacial deposits of variable

thickness.

liotel Range in particular is an area of substantial fill, consisting mostly of

quartz sand with minor amounts ('• 3 percent) of feldspar and mica also present.

Seismic investigation of the subsurface structure of the site has revealed that toe

deposit of fill extend,; to a depth of approximately 2 to 3 m and has an acoustic

velocity of 1000 m/sec. The fill rests upon much coarser material which appears

to be a deposit of glacial till (S. Needleman. personal communication).

The edges of TIotel Range are generally overgrown with bushes and saplings

while the periphery of the actual test site is consolidated primarily by grasses

and mosses (see Figure 1). The range of particle size distributions of the

20. Settle. M. . and Needleman. S. (19o74) D)eformation in granular earth media
produced by explosive cratering: Implications for impact cratering, EOS
Transactions Am. Geophys. Union 56. No. 12:1142.

21. Emerson, 1.K. (1917) Geology of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, U.S.
Geological Survey Bull. No. 597, 289 pp.
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unconsolidated quartz sand fill near the surface of the test site is shown in Figure

2. Generally 10 percent of the surface material is coarser than 1 mm while

approximately 50 percent of the surface material is finer than 0. 5 mm. Repeated
precipitation in areas of fill will commonly wash finer material from the near sur-

face portion of the fill deposit and redeposit this finer material at greater lepth.

Such an effect has beet, observed at the Boeing Company Tulalip test site, In-

deed, grain size analysis of subsurface samples reveals that a shallow ledge of

finer, clay-like material exists approximately 0. 5 m beneath the western side of

the test site. This is consistent with the d:ainage of the area: the test site dips

gently to the south southwest by o' to 5'.

I cm Imm I00 JAm 10 Im
100 T ' 1 1 I Ia

X 90 OTTAWA SAND--......//4
S(Piekutowski, 1972)YMSD

8 1i" " (Turnoge, 1974)

0

0 (shodd are ) .

60 I0 " /

4Q S F PARTICLE DIAMETER (motors)

• ~Figure 2. Pal-ticle Size Distribution of the Quartz Sand Fill at Ho I1 Range, Ft.
if: Devens. Other sands and soil types are shown for comparison22,

!•:t22. Durgunoglu, H.T. (1972) Static Penetration Resistanre of Soils, PhD Thesis,

•;i ~University of California. B•erkele'y, California.

•. 23. Turnage, G. W. (1974) Measuring Soil Properties in Vehicle Mobility Research;
SResistance of Coarse Grained 6oils to High Speed Penetration, TFech. Ript
; No. 3 -652, Report 6, U.S. Army' waterways Experiment Staton, Mobility

and Environmental Systems Lab. , Vicksburg, Mississippi.
24( Fulmer, C.dV. (1965) Cratering Characteristics of Wet and Dry Sand, The

•, ~Boeing Company Report D2-90683-1, Seattle, Washington. -
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2.2 Materials

The pellets used in these experiments were spheres made of silica glass,

acrylic resin, and aluminum allay. The relattive size and densities of the different

pellet types are documented in Table 1,

Table 1. The Pellets Employed in These Experiments Were Made of
Acrylic Resin, Glass. and Aluminum Alloy. The sizes and densities
of the pellets are given in cm. and grams/cm3 . respectively

Diameter Density
Pellet Type (cn.) (gm / cm3)

red 1.97 1.02
Acrylic

Resin orange 1.24 1.19
yellow 1.53 2.20

Glass brown 1.43 2.70
blue 1.55 1.92

Aluminum1.728
Alloy1.728

The explosives used in these experiments were Hi-velocity gelatin, a mixture

of 60 percent nitroglycerin and 40 percent inert material, and C-4, a mixture of

91 percent RDX (cyclonite) and 9 percent inert material. The relevant physical

properties of these materials are compared with TNT and PFTN (pentaeryghritol

tetranitrate) in Table 2. The explosive charges were spherically shaped and cen-

trally initiated by bridge wire electrical detonators. Two types of detonators were

employed, an 'SSS t EB3 Cap, Strength No. 8, sold by Dupont and an M6 EB Cap,

Strength No. 12, which is the Standard Army EB Cap.

2.3 Experimiental Procedure

Pellets were emplaced within the test material 2 to 28 hours before the experi-

ment (see Figure 3). Typically, several groups of pellets would be buried, with

each group emplaced at a common depth along an imaginary horizontal line radial

to a vertical centerline through the explosive charge. The radial range of an indi-

7 vidual pellet was determined to within ± 0. 125 in. (measured from surface ground

zero); its depth of burial was determined to within ±0. 25 in. (measured from the

original ground surface).

• ••• ?. , • : :•• ,, o ,. , Z •= • • ;••:' • : • • : ,-•%,: :- • :•" % : • • .: • , : •. • •• . ..... z .' -Z ,,•:.. .:• • . :•; -- 915 ".
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. pellet group
* I-inch depth

Surface ground zero
(SGZ)

* pellet group
2-inch depth

• pellet group
3-inch depthPlan View

Cross- sectional View

Figure 3. Schematic Map of Pellet Emplacement. A
variety of pellet groups emplaced at different depths
are excavated by the explosion. (Note pellet size is
greatly exaggerated)

In-situ soil moisture was monitored by a Soiltest speedy moisture tester which

measures the gas pressure generated by a mixture of calcium carbide reagent and

test site material. The moisture content of the upper 0. 3 m of the test site ranged

from extremes of 1. 5 wt percent to 9.0 wt percent but more typically equaled 1. 5

to 5.0 wt percent.

Experiments were conducted on good weather days when local wind conditions

were suitably calm. Even so, higher level gusts with velocities on the order of

1.0 m/sec may have influenced the trajectories of some pellets.
After a test shot, the pellets were relocated and their range from the center

of the crater determined to within + 0. 125 in.

17



3. PELLET BEHAVIOR

In order to describe the translation of the bulk of the crater ejecta by tracking

artificial pellets, the pellets should ideally behave as point masses during the

cratering event. This means that the pellet could be replaced by a quartz particle

and the quartz particle would be translated to the postshot range observed for the

pellet. Clearly this is not the case. The pellet sizes are necessarily larger than

the average or median size of quartz grains in order to permit postshot identifica-

tion. Air drag resistance to pellet motion depends upon its velocity, surface areR,

and the appropriate drag coefficient. While the surface area of the pellets is larger

than that of the quartz grains, the drag coefficient characterizing the larger pellet

sizes should generally be less than the drag coefficient to the quartz grains. 2 5

These counterbalancing effects make it difficult to contrast pellet translation ranges

with the throwout distances of quartz grains of comparable density initially accel-

erated to similar ejection velocities. However, the ballistic studies of Sherwood2 5

indicate that pellet behavior should generally overestimate the translation of the

smaller sized quartz sand.

The initial acceleration of material ejected by the explosive cratering event is

produced by (1) the interaction of the individual particle with the compressional

stress wave initially generated by the explosion and subsequent rarefaction waves

reflected from the free surface of the ground, and (2) the interaction of the individ-

ual particle with the high velocity gases produced by the detonation of the explosive.

The effect of the size difference between the quartz grains and the artificial

pellets on the relative particle accelerations imparted by the stress wave inter-

action mechanism is difficult to assess. In order to avoid differential accelera-

tions of the in situ and emplaced materials, the strength of the pellet-quartz sand

interface should approximate the strength of the quartz sand. It is not clear that

this is the case. Recovered pellets occasionally have cone-shaped cappings of

quartz sand that appear to have been compressed or molded onto the pellet surface.

This may indicate that grain interaction initially accelerates some pellets to ejec-

tion velocities which exceed the velocities of quartz grains initially situated in

similar preshot positions.

The velocity imparted to an individual particle by the accelerated gases vented

from the expanding crater cavity will be proportional to the particle cross section.

Therefore, the larger cross section of the pellets may cause them to be ejected at

initial velocities greater than the velocity that would be imparted to a smrller

quartz particle originally situated in a similar position. This would imply that the

25. Sherwood, A. E. (1967) Effect of air drag on particles ejected during explosive
cratering. Jour. Geophys. Res. 72:1783-1791.

J18
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postshot pellet range represents a maximum estimate of the postshot : ange of a

quartz particle originally in a similar position.

It is difficult to quantitatively estimate the extent to which these different ef-

fects influence pellet motion. In addition, variations in pellet translation can

result from (1) azimuthal variability in the detonation wave that travels through

the explosive, (2) the natural heterogeneity of the quartz sand test medium, and

(3) the variability of local air currents. The densities of the pellets bracket the

range of density of the natural materials that make up the quartz sand fill. There-

fore, by considering both size and density, the actual behavior of an individual

pellet during the cratering event may best represent the behavior of the ccarsest

fraction of the natural test material. In a later section, the translation histories

of a group of pellets lying in a common radial direction will be compared with the

translation of colored quartz sand tracer materials.

4. RESULTS

The pellet experimental program can be divided into three phases. The pur-

pose of the first group of test shots was to determine the effects of charge size on

the lateral translation of the artificial pellets. In this series of experiments, the

explosive charge weight was varied from 1 to 4 lb at a constant scaled-depth-of-

uurst (SDOB). The second phase of experiments was designed to investigate the

effect of variable scaled-depth-of-burst on the postshot pellet distribution. In this

explosive series the charge weight was constant (5 Ib) and the scaled-depth-of-

burst varied from 0.20 approximately 0.55 ft/(lb TNT)I/3. In the final phase, the

generality of earlier results was tested by repeating the second phase of experi-

ments using another type of explosive and different pellet materials. The results

of the three phases will be discussed in this section. A compilation of the experi-

mental field data is presented in Appendix A.

4.1 Crater Dimensions

The relationship between crater dimensions and the scaled-depth-of-burst of

the explosive charge for all the craters produced by this experimental program is

presented in Figure 4. For comparison. the crater depth (below rim crest)/radius

(rim cest radius) ratios observed for a series of smaller scale experimental craters

produced at the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRl) are also shown in

Figure 4C (see Piekutowski, 1974). 26

26. Piekutowski, A.J. (1974) Laboratory Smale High Exnlosive Craterin and
Ejecta Phenomenoloy Studies. University of Dayton Research Institute,
AFLWL-TR-72-155. air Force Weapons Lab.. Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque.
New Mexico.
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7.1

The explosion craters produced by the present experimental series in quartz

sand are consistently deeper and more bowl-shaped than the smaller scale UDRI

craters. This probably reflects the greater natural cohesion of the quartz sand fill

used in this study in contrast to the Ottawa sand employed in the UDRI experiments,.

4.2 Presentatioi of Data

McGetchin et al have suggested that the postshot range r of a mass point

ejected by an explosive cratering event can be related to its preshot range x,

measured from surface ground zero, by a simple power-law expression of the form

c
Sr ~~(x '•1• z\ /) , (1)

where R is the crater radius and the exponent c is a negative number. The form

of Eq. (1) is particularly useful for comparing the results of a series of pellet

experiments since the radial distances r and x have been normalized to the radius

of the apparent crater lip, R. These normalized ranges permit comparison of the

results of this study with explosive cratering events conducted at different scales.

A graphical representation of the experimental data is schematically outlined

in Figure 5A. A linear plot of the power-law expression [Eq. (1)1 for a variety of

values of c produces a family of curves that converge as x/R approaches 1.0, or,

in other words, near the crater rim whare x = R. Larger negative values of c

correspond to greater distances of radial translation for groups of pellets em -

placed at z common depth. It is more convenient for the purpose of this study to

consider the pellet data in the logarithmic coordinate system shown in Figure 5B.

A logarithmic plot of Eq. (1) yields a family of straight lines which similarly

converge near the crater rim where logl 0(xR = 1.0) = 0. Representation of the

experimental pellet data in this form will reveal: (1) how accurately Eq. (1) des-

cribes the postshot distribution of pellets (note that a straight line fit to the experi-

mental data would verify that the power-law expression provides a 'perfect' des-

cription of the relationship between preshot and postshot pellet position): (2) the

approximate value of e for groups of pellets emp!eed at specific depths within

the test medium (note that the slope of a line, and not Its absolute position within

the logarithnlic plot. defines the expXonent): and, (3) the approximate radius of the

P true crater of excavation (note that the It mensured experinmentally is the rilm

crest radius). Material has not been excikvated out to the rim crest radius It

27. Mce(ltchint. T. R., Settle. M., and Head. J. W. (1973b) A model for the distri-
bution of Impact crater ejecta and its implications. I.OS Transactions Am.

'eophys. Union 54, Nk.. 4:357.
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Figure 5. The Postshot Range r of a Mass Point Can Be Related to Its Preshot
Range x (measured from surface ground zero) by a Power LZaw EMxpression.
Figure 5A shows a linear plot of such an expression; 511 shows a loparithmic
.plot of the same expression. Vata presented in this report will be plotted in
the logarithmic format

since the material underlyvin the apparent rini crest consists of ejeeta and struc -

tural uplift. The true limiting range at whivh nmaterial has heen e'ca'ated en• be

approximately defined as the range x/R at which a straight line lngartlutic iifit to

the pellet data equals 0.00. Graphically. this means that a straight tite lt-arith-

mie fit to the actual pellh data will not pass through IN1 0 (01 • 1.0)' 0.00;
however. the range ORlI at which it vrouses the tine 1.0i0 (r/il - 1.0) 0.00 will

correspond approximately to the lilmiting range at which material was ejected by

the cratering event (that is, the true radius of the crater of exeavat in).

Figure 51R also demottstrates the diffi, rty in determioting an acrurate valtue

for the exponent e for a vroup of pellet# that are transportedI tt relatively stall

"postshot rsnnges. This iS the range of values of rut in which thv straight line. in

Figure 513 conver.~e. The recovery of pellets trvnaported to large radial rarges
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(that is, the region in which the straight lines diverge in Figure 513) is extremely

valuable in distinguishing between different values of c.

4.3 Effect of (large Size on Postshot Pellet Distribution

Figures 6 and 7 show the results of two series of explosive cratering experi-

ments in which the size of an explosive charge of Hi-velocity gelatin was varied

from I to 4 lb at a constant scaled-depth-of-burst of 0.00 and 0.15 ft/(lb TNT) 1 /3 .

respectively. Both acrylic and glass pellets were simultaneously employed in

these two series of explosion cratering experiments. The pellet data in Figures 6

and 7 demonstrate that the acrylic resin and the silica glass pellets were trans-

ported to generally similar normalized ranges by the individual cratering events.

No consistent discrepancy exists between the postshot distributions of the two

types of pellet materials.

A straight-line fit to the experinmental pellet data appears to be a reasonable

approximation of the lateral translation of individual pellet groups emplaced at

different preshot depths. The reference :ine c = -4 offers an approximate des-

cription of the distribution of postshot ranges for the group of pellets nearest the

original ground surface for both SDOB = 0.00 and SDOB = 0.15 ft/(lb TNT)1 3 .

In Figure 6 (SDOB = 0.00) the deeper pellet group, originally situated at a

depth of 2 in., is translated to significantly shorter ranges than the pellet group

initially situated at a 1-in. depth. This consistent relationship, successively

deeper levels of material being transported to successively shorter postshot ranges,

results in the inverted stratigraphy observed in the rim ejecta deposit produced by

larger scale cratering in layered materials. However, in Figure 7 (SDOI3 = 0. 15)

the difference between the postshot positions of pellets, originally at a 1-in. and

2-in. depth within the quartz sand test medium, is much less. This is because

both the 1-in. ard 2-in. depths within the test medium will behave as near-surface

'layers' during the deeper SDOB = 0.15 event. Even in Figure 7, the deeper pellets

generally travel to shorter postshot ranges and lie below the postshot range curves

of pellet groups originally situated nearer the ground surface.

A further comparison of Figure 7 with Figurc 6 suggests that the slope of a

straight line fit through the 1-in. pellet data of Figure 7 (not shown) would gener-

ally be steeper than a similar straight line fit in Figure 6 (se, data in Appendix A).

In relation to the configuration of the explosive charge, the -ih,. pellet group in

the S[WCfl = 0.15 case lies at a 'shallower' level than the 1-mn. pellet group in the

S101I = 0.00 case and shallower levels should be translated farther. Steeper

curves are indicative of greater lateral dispersion of ejected material and hence

a more energetic excavation process at specific depths and explosive SIOI1.
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This effect arises in the experimental data from a nonlinear increase in the

coupling of explosive energy into the qviartz sand test medium with increasing

SDOB particularly in the near-surface range of SDOB from 0.00 to approximately

0.15 ft/(lb TNT). 3 In addition, the lateral confining pressure of the quartz sand

increases with depth. This stress inhibits the growth of the crater and limits

initial ejection angles to generally higher values (measured from the ground sur-

face) with increasing SDOB. Higher ejection angle. wilt tend to limit the lateral

dispersion of crater ejecta. The pronounced steepening of the Figure 7 (SDOR

0.15) curves can thus be interpreted in terms of an increase in the efficiency of

explosive coupling, which is not cancelled by the corresponding increase in lateral

confining pressures. At greater SOOB, the increase in confining pressure (which

inhibits crater growth) compensates the increase in coupling efficiency (which pro-

metes the formation of larger craters).

Figures 6 and 7 summarize the distribution of postshot pellet ranges for ex-

plosion experiments conducted at a constant SDOR. over a s- to 4-lb range of

charge size. Inspection of the pellet data from a particular preshot burial depth

in each case demonstrates no consistent change in lateral translation of the pellet

group with variation of the size of the explosive charge. Figure 7A (SDOB = 0.15.

1-lb charge) appears slightly anomalous in comparison with the other three experi-

ments performed at SDOB = 0.15 ftf(lb TNT)/. The cause of this discrepancy

is unknown. Hlowever, the uniformity of the results of the three other experiments

suggests that heterogeneity within the test site material und/or transient wind

conditions may account for the pellet data presented in Figure 7A.

Finally, extrapolation of a straight line fit to the pellet data in both Figures 6

and 7 would intersect the abcissa Iog 1 0 (r/l1 = 1.0) = 0 at log1 0 (x/lt) T -0.05 to

-0.15. This implies that the radius of the true crater of excavation is approxi-

mately equal to 70 to 90 percent of the measured rim crest radius.

-1.4 Effect of Explosive Scaled D•epth of Hturud on Podishot Pellet I)Ditribution

In order to observe the effect of the variable explosive SDOB on the transla-

tion of material ejected by an explosive cratering event, a series of experiments

employing S-lb Hi-velocity gelatin charges was conducted at SIDOR ranging from

0.20 to 0.55 ft/(lb TNT)!!3 . The distribution of postshot pell.t ranges for pellet

groups emplaced at 2-in. and 3-in. depths in the quartz sand test medium are

shown in Figure 8.

Surprisingly, the pellet data in Figurt., BA (SLXB - 0.21) aId 8B (SD13-

0.42) reveal that th.., near-surface pellet groups (2 to 3 in. ) within the quartz

sand have been translated to normalized postshot ranges comparable to the nor-

malized throwout distances observed for the corresponding near-surface pellet
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groups excavated by the surface burst test series (see Figure 6, SDOB = 0.00).

In both cases, a least-squares fit of a straight line through the experimental pellet

data would be reasonably approximated by Eq. (1) with the exponent c representing

the slope of the line approximately equal to -4 ± 1 (see Appndix A).

The pellet data in Figure 8C (SDOB r 0. 53) is somewhat ambiguous. The

translation of the two groups of silica glass pellets emplaced at a 2-in. depth dif-

fers. The trend of the data from the repeated experiment is similar to the dornin-

ant trends in Figures 8A (SDOB = 0.21), 8B (SIDOB = 0.42), and 6 (SDOB = 0.00).

However, the slope of a straight-line fit to the 2-in. pellet data from the initial ex-
1/3periment at a SDOB = 0.53 ft/(lb TNT) is shallower, suggesting a value of

c = -2. The cause of this anomalous distribution of normalized pellet throwout

ranges cannot be resolved. In the absence of any consistent trend in the data for

the other buried cratering events [that is, Figures 8A (SDOB = 0.21) and 8B

(SDOB = 0.42)], it is possible to attribute these relatively shallower sloping curves

to heterogeneous physical properties within the test site material and/or transient

wind conditions. Alternatively, this variation may be real in the sense that it

indicates a decrease in the ability of the explosive cratering event to laterally

transport ejected material at relatively larger SDOB. With increasing depth-of-

burst of the explosive, the explosive energy released upon detonation becomes in-

creasingly confined. Thus, since particle accelerations are initially directed

radially away from the explosive, a transition may occur with increasing SDOB

at which lateral particle motions are suitably confined to produce a decrease in

postshot threwout ranges. For the particular charge size and quartz sand medium

used in these experiments, thu pellet data shown in Figure 8C (SDOB 0.53) may

be indicating a transition in the ability of an explosive cratering event to laterally

translate material at a SDOB': 0.55 ft/(lb TNT) 113. This would suggest that

within a certain range of SDO13 bracketed by 0.00 < SDOB < 0.55 ft/(b TNT)

the excavation process achieves a maximum ability to laterally translate ejected

material beyond the crater rim. The discrepancy between the pellet data for the

2-in. level at a SDOB = 0.53 ft/(lb TNT)1/3 (Figure 8C) may reflect the effect of

variable phys. zal properties of the test material on the actual value of such a tran-

sitional SDOB.
Comparison of Figure 8 with Figure 7 (SDOB = 0.15) demonstrates that the

steepest pellet-data curves (implying the greatest lateral translation distances)

observed in all test series are associated with the SDOB = 0.15 ft/(lb TNT) 1/ 3

explosive cratering events. This relationship is consistently observed in Fig-

ures 7B, 7C, and 7D. Therefore, the distributions of postshot pellet ranges

shown in Figure 7 (SDOB = 0. 15) cannot reflect natural variations in the quartz

sand or transient wind conditions. This observation supports the concept of a
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critical SDOB at which the lateral translation of ejected material is at a maxi-
mum. Furthermore, it suggests that this critical SDOB is in the range 0.10 to
0.20 ft/(lb TNT)1/3 for the quartz sand and 1- to 5-lb explosive charges employed
in this study.

4.5 Effect of Experimental Materials on Postshot Pellet Distribution

A final series of explosive cratering experiments was conducted employing
1.0- and 1.1-lb charges of C4 explosive and spherical pellets made of aluminum
alloy. A calibration test shot using acrylic resin, silica glass, and aluminum

pellets and a Hi-velocity gelatin explosive was conducted at a SDOB - 0.26 ft/(Ib

TNT)I13 to compare the behavior of the three pellet types in a 'standard' explosive

cratering event. The resulting postshot pcllet distributions presented in Figure 9
show that the three pellet types are transported to generally similar normalized

ranges.

The experimental test series employing the C4 explosive was conducted over
a range of SDOB varying from 0.00 to 0.45 ft/(lb TNT)I/3 . The results presented
in Figure 10 support the generality of Eq. (1) with c -4 + 1 as an empirical des-

cription of th• anislation of near surface material ejected by an explosive crater-
ing event at SDOB = 0.00 and at 0.23 < SDOB < 0.45. Unfortunately, no experi-

ment was performed at a SDOB = 0.15 ±.0.05 ft/(lb TNT)1/3 in the range of the
critical SDOB suggested by the results of the earlier experimental series.

Figure 10 also demonstrates that deeper levels within the quartz sand test

medium are translated to significantly shorter ranges at all SDOB. In Figure OD
(SDOB = 0.45), the results of two explosive cratering experiments conducted at
the same SDOB are presented together. These results show in part the variability

of the behavior of the quartz sand test medium which is ejected and transported by

the cratering event. (Compare, for example, the data for the 3-in. pellet depth
from the two experiments. ) Figure 1OD also shows that the lateral translation of
successive depths within the crater of excavation can be described by a series of

equations having the form of Eq. (1) with the exponent c varying from - -4 to - -1
with increasing excavation depth. The possibility of comprehensively describing

the translation of material transported by an explosive cratering event will be ex-

tAored in the following section.
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I logo(r/R)
2.0- SDOBE= 0.26 [ft/(IbTNT)'/3]

0.4- Ib

0 1 -inch acrylic

o I - inch gloss

A I- inch aluminum

- 2-inch acrylic

* 2-inch glass

A 2-inch aluminum

1.0 - c -4
reference line

lagl 0 (x/R)

-1.0 -0.5 0.0

Hi - velocity gelatin explosive

Figure 9. Distribution of Normalized Pellet Postshot Range for a Series of Exper-
iments Employing a Variety of Pellet Materials jpd a 0. 4-lb Charge of Hi -velocity
Gelatin Explosive in a SDOB = 0.26 ft/(lb TNT) 1 '" Configuration. The label "l-in.
acrylic" refers to a group of acrylic resin pellets emplaced at a 1-in. depth within
the quartz sand prior to tht explosion (see Table 1 for other pellet types)
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Figure 10. Distribution of Normialized Pellet Postshot Range for a Series of Ex-

perimnents Employing Explo e Chres of Constant Size at DVreyof SDOB.

this experimnental series. The label " 14n. acrylic" refers to a group of aerylic

plosion (see Table 1 for other pellet types)
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5. DISCUSSION

The excavation process which accelerates material above the original ground
28,29surface is made up of two component mechanisms. One mechanism is the

complex interaction of the initial shock stress wave with the subsequent suite of

rarefaction waves produced by reflection of the stress wave from the ground (free)

surface. This family of rarefaction waves is essentially a broad relaxation pulse

which provides for the continuous decompression of the shock-stressed material.

The initial stress wave accelerates material radially away from the point of de-

tonation while the rarefaction wave tends to re-orient the direction of individual

particle velocity (see Gault et a18 ). Near the free (ground) surface the particle

acceleration supplied by the stress and rarefaction waves act in a similar, out-

ward direction. Material near the free surface is ejected at approximately twice

the particle velocity to which material was initially accelerated by the stress

wave. This phenomenon of stress wave interaction in the vicinity of the free sur-
face has been termed 'spalling'. In hard rock materials, spalling creates new

free surfaces below the original ground surface permitting continued stress wave-
30free surface interaction beneath the original ground surface. In granular and

soft rock materials, particle accelerations induced by the initial stress wave and

the subsequent rarefaction waves do not act in the same direction below the imme-

diate ground surface. The tensile rarefaction waves cause the radial flow field

established by the initial stress wave to diverge. As a result, the acceleration of

individual particles is re-oriented upward, contributing to the ejection of material

beyond the transient rim of the growing crater and the plastic deformation of sub-

strate material. This wave interaction phenome'-on has been termed 'lateral flow'
8by Gault et al. In both cases, spall and lateral flow, the kinetic energy of the

ejected material is derived from the interaction of compressive and tensile stress

waves propagating through the target or test material.

The second mechanism that excavates and ejects material from an explosion

crater is gas acceleration. Nordyke28 has described how the initial acceleration

of ejected material can be significantly increased by the venting or expansion of

gases produced by the detonation e'f the explosive materials.

Nordyke28 has hypothesized that the wave interaction mechanism dominates

the excavation process at shallow explosive depths-of-burst and is replaced by

28. Nordyke, M.D. (1961) Nuclear craters and preliminary theory of the mechanics

of explosive crpter formation, Jour. Gcophy•. Res. 66:3439-345,.

29. Short, N.M. (1965) A comparison of features characteristic of nuclear explo-
sion craters and astroblemes, Annals N.Y. Acad. Si. 123:573-616.

30. Horz, F. (1969) Structural and mineralogical evaluation of an experimentally
produced crater in granite. Contributions Mineralogy PetroV:r 21:365-377.
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the gas acceleration mechanism at larger depths-of-burst (see Figure 11). At

intermediate depths-of-burst, both mechanisms are important. In turn, experi-

mental investigations have attempted to relate the morphology and distribution of

explosion crater ejecta deposits to the two components of the excavation process.

For example, the study of pellet data from the Air Vent/Flat Top Series of

,CRATER (aftor Nordyke, 1961)
DEPTH

• (A)

GAS
ACCELERATION TOTAL

SPALL

100%-- COMPRESSION sDoo

EXCAVATION
i; ~SPALL(e

•, 75%_

•GAS

ACCELERATION
50%_

(DB)

20%

Figure 11. (A) Schematic Representation of the Relative Im-
portance of the Mechanisms of Spall, Gas Acceleration, and
Compression in the Formation of Explosion Craters with In-
creasing, SDOB (after Nordyke, 1961). (B) Spatl anti Gas Accel-
eration are the Two Processes Responsible for Transporting
Ejecta Beyond the Crater Rim. The relative importance of
these two mechanisms at different SDOB is implied by
Nordyke's (1961) model
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371
explosion cratering experiments in playa and limestone mediums, led Ahlers3 1

and Anthony 3 2 to characterize regions within the crater of excavation as sources

of "ballistic ejecta" and "scoured ejecta" (Figure 12). These terms attempted to

distinguish material that was accelerated and ejected into clearly definable ballis-

tic trajectories (that is, "ballistic ejecta") from other material that appeared to

be pushed or shoved up and over the crater lip (that is, "9 cured ejecta"). Ballis-

tic ejecta originated from near ground zero and regions adjacent to the explosive

charge and was transported to large postshot ranges. Scoured ejecta originated

from regions beneath and beyond the ballistic zone and it was transported to rela-

tively small radial ranges (see also Merritt, 1968). 3

The maximum acceleration due to spalling can be anticipated at surface

ground zero where the magnitude of the stress wave at the time of reflection will

be greatest (that is, the travel time of the shock wave at the time of reflection will

be a minimum directly above the detonation point). The fact that the area adjacent

to surface ground zero is the source region of ballistic ejecta suggests an associa-

tion between this material and the spall mechanism. The additional observation A

that the ballistic ejecta travels to distant ranges and is thus initially accelerated

to higher ejection velocities than scoured ejecta. also supports such an associa-

tion. Alternatively, the source region of scoured ejecta is situated at some dis-

tance from the detonation point. The acceleration mechanism responsible for the

acceleration of the scoured ejecta can be inferred tu be somewhat weaker than the

dominant ballistic ejecta mechanism since this material is translated to signifi -

cantly shorter ranges. In this case, an association is implied between the

scoured ejecta and the gas acceleration mechanism. However, neither of these

mechanisms is solely responsible for the translation of individual ejecta particles.

Both spall and gas acceleration contribute to the kinetic energy of an ejecta par-

ticle, though the combination of the two component accelerations is undoubtedly

more complicated than the simple vector addition of these two forces for individual

particles.

The results of Ahlers 3 1 and Anthony3 2 indicate that each of the two different

imechanisms may dominate the excavation process for significantly different

3 1. Ahlers,. F, B. (1965) Crater .iecta Studies - Flat Tops It and Ill. Project 1. 5a,
Ferris Wheel Seriest, rat Top Event. MMJ --U00- liT Riesearch institute,
Chicago. Illinois.

32. Antlony. M. V. (1965) Ejecta•ilstrihution from the Flat Top I Evcnt. Project
1. 5b. Ferris Wheel Series. FR T-op EVent10 - 111M. Theing
Company. Seattle. Washington.

33. Merritt. M. L. (1968) Ferris Whe ,Series, Air Vent/'IFlt Top .velnts. Project
Officers Report. Sce-RtiMic Di rectors Sumnmry, POll - 3000. Sandia
Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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portions of the crater of excavation (see Figure 12). This is in addition to

Nordyke's28 hypothesis that each of the two different excavation mechanisms

should dominate the overall excavation process at different depths-of-burst (see

Figure 11). Furthermore, the relative position of the ballistic and scoured zones

within the crater of excavation mapped by the pallet data from the Flat Top Series

suggests that ballistic ejecta is unloaded at an earlier stage of crater formation

and is chronologically followed by excavation of scoured ejecta (Figure 12).

The later studies of Henny and CarlsonI were directed towards a quantitative

description of the block distribution produced by explosive cratering in a hardrock

basaltic medium. Their results characterize three modes of ejecta deposition:

Mode I consists of a blanket of missiles extending from the
continuous ejecta distribution being roughly symmetrical to
the crater. Mode 11 consists of missiles forming tongue-
like structural lineaments extending radially out from the
crater. Mode III consists of a number of missile clusters
and/or individual missiles superimposed upon the first
two modes and extending from the immediate vicinity f
the crater outward to the maximum depositional range.

These three depositional modes were then related to initial ejection conditions

which determine the ballistic trajectories of individual particles. Mode I is inter-

preted as an extension of the continuous deposit ejected from the crater of excava-

tion at relatively small angles (for example. less than 25" measured from the

original ground surface). Mode 11 is interpreted as material initially ejected at

intermediate angles (for example. 250 to 65°. Finally. Mode III material is in-

ferred to be high-angle ejecta which remains in flight for longer periods of time
and is generally superi-nposed upon the first two morphologies. Though the sep-
arate modes are interpreted as beginning and ending in order, all three may occur

simultaneously at intermediate ranges.

There is no straightforwArd relationship that defines the relative ejection

velocity of pailicles which are ejected at different angles. Qualitatlvelv. how"-er.

photographie i.westitzation of the eMrly Stages of exeavation suggests ti.rd ojection

angle generalkv decreases as the radtius of the transient crater itterenses. 1I

Sinee material directly overlying the detonation point ahijeves the ntarlmnUi Oj;c-

tion velocity, it •s prehable that the fasAtest ate-rial is e-jected at tOw 'igher Ojev-

tiron anales Inteasured fr•m• the ground surf;A}e). Therofntr.o it is Iwssible that the

suceesively higher otodes of eje-ta deposit mtorphology are, wiis.te -h both

larger ejc-tion angle.% and gztvater particle ejeýtion ve!niti'..

The ompir•ýal deswrtntlion of the translation o! prllet strins 'evl(-d it the

previous seetion Isee q. (I)I in not relawte to sperififex ation m-eh1nansinsm.

Rather. it expresses the CArved relatiornhip betucn pre-ePvn and pa t-event

pellet l*xition without reference to the mechanics of excavatiOn process. As
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suggested previously, it may be possible to extend the simple power-law expression

to a descripti 'n of the translation behavior of pellets emplaced at a variety of levels

within the crater of excavation. Ideally, parametrization of the power-law exponent

c in terms of relative depth within tile crater of excavation and the scaled depth of

burst of the explosive charge would permit a continuous description of pellet trans-

lation for a variety of explosive cratering events. This is attempteJ in Figure 13

where tae value of tile exponent c (that is, the slope of the straight line determined

by a least-squares fit of thle pellet translation data presented in Appendix A) is

plotted as a function of relative depth within the crater (that is, the ratio of the

depth of burial of individual pellet groups/depth of the fresh crater measured

from the original ground surface) for a variety of SDOB. It appears that the varia-

tion in c can be generally described by an S-shaped curve trending from large

negative values of c for shallow levels within the crater of excavation to smaller,

limiting negative values of c for deeper levels. This conforms to the earlier qualitah• e

observation that successively deeper levels within the crater of excavation are laterally

translated to relatively shorter ranges since larger negative c values characterize

larger radial translations. In the deeper portions of the crater of exca atiol, compres -

sive deformation and plaetic flow of the underlying material plays a significant role in

crater formation. The methods of surveying preshot- and postshot-pellet pos.tions

employed in these experiments were not sufficiently accurate to warrant peilet emnplace -

ment at depths gre"ter than approximately half the anticipated crater ienths where the
phenomenon of plhAstic flow would consid.-rably complicate pellet traslatiozi.

Figure 13 describes the average behavior of the artificial pellets and the gran-

ular quartz sand test medium over the range of ground moisture conditions and

localized particle size distributions, and the performanee of the explusive hargtes

over their effective enlergy yield.4 Ond their effective yield of ¶'A.eos pr-oduets

which eharacterime4 tt• entire test prvrati. lHowever. the relative rac'ter twixr

a ratge of depth ant SUOU dentBuwaztcs that for a particular explhsive craterinc

evemt (th t iS, $IX)H * cwistmatl, the trAnslation of pelirts at difft, rmm leve. within

the granular quvarlt: sand Is most vari~able te-ar the uurfacre and twepcte* tt's!,. vairi-
able with increaksing deptah. In Adttltton. OtW relativve pnsititos or the wqrtxrnmate
bunds which havv beetn placed on the pllet dta at difft SIX ij) (11orn ISA.

a. And 0 indicate thmt within i'tw .•.n Sing U the radial translation of near-

strftce ul~let trlcs (I CQ.¶4 3 is dig0ificat4y atittenualtjd wjile the rclmýt%'v

trznslat- tn of Ittnrtediate leverls within the crater Te nc~avaxton, 10.2 d, c iI 'ý0.'4 dCr3I
rewolins approxi•-Mtely the satme.

The possibility of a critical twar-nurfar@ $I]or. at whi-h pmle! t -11o slatien

disttances achieve a u u it; I9Ws h 13V i" largo n tiVe Valles r

ctated with shal'low depOhs (d - 0. 1 d for I StAI 0.L IM fits
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Figure 13B. Such a maximunm has albo been suggested by the preliminary results

of the current U.S. Army program concerned with the effects of subsurface explo-

sions. Project ESSEX.3 4 In the context of the earlier discussion of excavation

mechanisms, this value of SDOB may approximately mark the maximum in the

lateral translation of ejected material produced by the combined effects of spall

and gas acceleration shown schematically in Figure 1I.

The results of this small-scale experimental program can be compared with

two large-scale. 20-ton TNT explosive cratering events, in which detailed pellet

experiments were also conducted. The results of these arge-scale experiments.

in which several hundred artificial pellets were used, are presented schematically
as regioans within the crater of excavation which are transported to some •imiting

postshot range. Such regions are delineated by equal postshot range contours within

the crater of excavation similar to the generalized contours shown in F ; .cre 12.

The r;4tl variation of the position of inferred isor.xnge contours within the craterSof ex-!avAtion of the Stagecoach (SDOB = 0.50 ittIlb TNT)T13. in alluviunm) and Air

Vent I (SI•X * 0.50 fRt(Ib TNT)t13 . in playa) events have been fitted to the power-

law expression us;ed in this study at different depths within the crater of excavation

(see Vortnxan and MacDougall (1962) and Merritt (0I68). respectively).33. 35 (Note

that translation data was not available for material irdtially situated at rznges less

than 0.2 crater radii front surface ground zero, see Figure 12.) The trend of the

Stagecoch and Air Vent I curves in Figure 14 genervilly corresponds to the

S0013 0.50 ft(lb TNT) da•ta produced by the present .4tud, but consistent v

lies at tlualler negative e vahle-t. Such value.s indicate stwnier nornia-ited trans-

.- tion rainee% for the emplaced p0lets and -are to be expe•te, for larger scale

fevnt~s in which 11I) teist mediunt taterialsý *re be-tter co~~iaeanti (0) greater
charge vieldst for events with 'iiiottr &M P require- largoer aetutl t-tegh-of-huwst

whjch result !I l2wger late-rat continirtg prcnures in th region at&arge detna-
tlo"(ivon luiun, 119T0: WMite4

VTho pollstt 4r4"tslatitw xcmet rse di thfI* stuyt'ave Orployved lfltott
r~l.Utttly 4rw. quarta *and Widfr %vry low enfntvPrn.'%rn* 4S a 1Itwetwaiwu.
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Thus, the values of c describing pellet-postshot distribution reported here should

repcesent niaximunim negative values when compared with larger scale explosion

events in other geolo.ical environments.

The results of the present study can also be compared with smaller scale ex-

plosion cratering experiments conducted at the University of i)ayton Research

Institute (UDRI) using - 2-gin lead azide charges in Ottawa sand. 2 6 Dyed sand

was employed as a tracer material in a series of experiments in order to delineate
38

trans: -tion ranges of material ejected from tiht crater of excavation. L.east-

squarL fits to the power-law expression used in this study were performed using
38"3-the data of Andrews for SDOB = 0.00 and Si)OB 0 0.11 Vti(lb TNT) * and are

presented in Figure 14. (Note that translation data for material :,ivia'ly situated

at ranges less than 0.2-crater radii was not well re.,olved and was not ust-A in

calculating the power-law exponents shown in Figure 14.) Remarkably. there is

a similarity between the variation of the mapping exponent c, with depth within the

crater of excavation for the small scale UDR! experimeats and the much larger

scale 20-ton experiments. In comparison, the norznalized translation ranges oi

the artificial pellets employed by the present study are 'nuvh greater than tWe

normalized ejet ta-translation ranies reported by the smaller scale e:•pc-'xents

and the normialized pellet-translation ranges reported bv the' large-soale experi-

nmerts. This contrast it tnrtiWiularlv •'.rprising with re-ard t - the st-nalter scale 4

(WORDI) experimentstz in which smaller lateral confinimn pressures woutl a orr

have sug-geted greatcr nor.aile;i e-ctta -translatioin rn es (that s. lzarger nega-

tire vatues of the expoe•ntt than the pellet-tractslatrti rtsults of the prt-sent

The faet thAt the artifie0t pelletý enxplovoyi in thi.s titt-dy are thrcwn to stluh

at t od lrge nornalirr4 rans,- . %,Jdcates thAt they akrve tot he;msvl

in the nine4 rraruwr 3s the t'igt~t f 0iW eJectts. The rrittk *1 10tfetrwncr t'rtwrent th;
neperigntntts vnr.4ucted he~re ;4* tL-e rxXinevent,*tncrIa age ai

*e?3l, rxperivrwezt. dvvl-- *sand *4* <.rtq rived mw trw tfl~ccr ±rserat. n *6 týtC ittr
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particle size Z ejecta particle size] and the large-scale experiments (pellet-

particle size Z limited fraction of ejecta-particle size) suggests that these results

represent reasonable descriptions of the translation of the bulk of the crater ejecta.

Thus, for explosion craters with shallow depths-of-burst (0.00 - SDOB 5 0.55) in

relatively unconsolidated geological materials, the translation of material ejected

from the upper one-third to one-half of the crater of excavation can be approxi-

mately described by Eq. (1) in which the exponent c = -2.5 + 1.0.

On the other hand, the present study indicates that the coarsest fraction of

the material ejected by explosive events with shallow SDOB travels to significantly

greater ranges than finer-sized material originally situated in a similar preshot

position. Essentially, this is a restatement of the general sorting effects of atmo-

spheric drag on ejecta deposition: finer material is preferentially decelerated and

deposited near the crater rim while the ballistic trajectories of larger fragments
25are relatively lees affected by the atmosphere. However, a comparison of the

pellet-translation data of the present study with the ejecta-translation results of

the larger and smaller scale experiments, permits a more quantitative description

of the actul size-related differences in the translation of explosion crater ejecta.

In particular, for shallow explosive events in relatively unconsolidated geological

materials, the pellet-translation results presented here suggest that the transla-

tion of the coarsest fraction of near-surface ejecta may be approximately described

by a power-law expression of the form of Eq. (1), in which the exponent c = -4.0

+ 1.0. Furthermore, a maximum in the lateral translation of the coarsest size

fraction of the ejected material may occur at a critical, near-surface SDOB.

Such a maximum in the normalized translation range of the coarsest ejecta-size

fr, -tions would not appear to correspond to the SDOB which produces a maximum

crater volume.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

(1) The excavation of explosion crater ejecta is a complicated process which

consistently transports successively deeper levels of the target or test medium to

successively smaller ranges beyond the crater rim. Postshot analysis of the dis-

tribution of emplaced pellets in large-scale 20-ton TNT experiments and the dis-

tribution of dyed-quartz sand tracer materials excavated by small-scale gram-sized

explosive events indicate that the bulk of the ejected material originates from the

upper portions of the crater. This material is excavated as a continuous sequence

of nested spherical segments or shells as the crater grows. Furthermore, the

lateral translation of the bulk of the material ejected by shallow explosive events

(0.00 < SDOB < 0.55 ft/(lb TNT) within poorly consolidated geological materials
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(for example, sand and alluvium) is a surprisingly uniform phenomenon and can

be empirically described by the expression:

cr cc when c= -2.5 1.0
R ) (bulk of the ejecta)

The lateral translation of ?jecta originating from the upper portions of the crater

of excavation remains approximately constant for 0.00 < SDOB < 0.55 ft/(lb TNT)'/3

explosive events in poorly consolidated geological materials, whereas the crater

depth/radius ratio increases by a factor of two with increasing SDOB.

Further experiments in a variety of softrock and hardrock materials would

permit parametrization of the mapping exponent c for the bulk of the ejected

material in terms of the physical properties of different earth media. Such a

functional form for the mapping exponent could be used to quantitatively predict

the postshot range of explosion crater ejecta as a function of its original position,

the event SDOB, and the physical properties of the target or test medium.

(2) The coarsest fraction of explosion crater 3jecta derived from unconsoli-

dated geological materials will be translated to ranges which are much greater

than the radial throwout distances which characterize finer-sized material initially
situated in a similar preshot position. Values of c in the previous power-law ex-

pression, which describe the translation of this coarse-size fraction, lie in the

range c = -4.0 ± 1.0.

A comparison of the behavior of groups of artificial pellets emplaced within

quartz sand demonstrates that (a) the translation of coarse material at near-surface

levels is more highly variable than the translation of coarse material at interme-

diate levels for a particular type of event (that is, SDOB = constant), and (b) that

with increasing SDOB, the translation of coarse material from near-surface

levels is more strongly attenuated than the translation of coarse material originat-

ing at intermediate levels within the crater of excavation. These results imply

that shallow bursts in poorly sorted unconsolidated geologic materials may eject

significant amounts of blocky fragmental material well beyond the range of the con-

tinuous ejecta deposit. Further experiments in unconsolidated materials with dif-

ferent ranges of particle size would permit parametrization of the mapping expo-

nent c for the coarsest ejecta-size fraction in terms of the degree of sorting of

such materials.

(3) This study suggests that the lateral translation of coarser fractions of

explosion-crater ejecta derived from unconsolidated geological materials may be

maximized at a particular SDOB. Such a critical SDOB for the translation of the

coarse-sized ejecta should not necessarily correspond to the SDOB producing

maximum crater volume. The artificial pellets and quartz sand fill materials
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suggest that this critical SDOB Z 0.15 + 0.05 ft/(lb TNT)!/3 for small explosive

charges (1- to 10-lb TNT equivalent). Current understanding of the relationship

between crater excavation and the process of ejecta deposition implies that the

development of rays, and fragment chains and clusters within the zone of discon-

tinuous deposition should be extensive for explosive events conducted at such .

critical SDOB.

The threat that natural missiles pose to a nearby target surface is proportional
to their size and velocity. Thus, a major conclusion of this study is that knowledge
of the average translation of the bulk of the ejected material places a minimal con-

straint on the siting of "safe" surface structures. More realistic siting criteria

should be based upon the translation of the coarser fractions of the explosion crater

ejecta deposit.

(4) Models of ejecta translation can be combined with models of energy distri-

bution and stress wave propagation in order to predict the post-event location of

material which has experienced various degrees of shock metamorphism. This

material can then be sampled directly within the ejecta deposit and its post-event

strength and physical properties can be studied in the laboratory in detail. In

turn, improved understanding of how specific shock stress histories change the

measurable physical properties of geological materials will make it possible to

employ individual ejecta samples as in-situ barometers which reflect transient

stress conditions within the crater at the time of formation. Ultimately, knowledge

of the initial stress distribution produced by the explosive event and the postshot
distribution of stress -induced physical property changes in the ejected material

will supply the quantitative boundary conditions required for a comprehensiwle

model of ejecta translation.
(5) Caution is required in extrapolating the results of this study of explosion

crater ejecta to tha case of impact cratering. Oberbeck17 and Baldwin 18 have

demonstras A the similarity of crater dimensions, ejecta cloud growth, and sub-

crater deformation which can exist between craters formed by impact and craters
17formed by explosions within a limited range of SDOB. However, Oberbeck has

also demonstrated that projectile velocity critically influences impact crater dimen-

sions and subsurface deformation. Projectile velocity may also critically influence

the lateral translation of impact crater ejecta. The results of this study indicate

that changes in the shape of explosion craters and the role of compressional defor-

mation in crater formation do not severely change the observed translation of the

bulk of the ejecta excavated by a variety of near-surface explosive cratering events.

Since shallow SDOB events (SDOB = 0.25.j 0.10 ft/(lb TNT)1/3) provide an approxi-

mate analogy to the features of impact cratering mentioned above, this study tentatively

supports the concept that the lateral translation of impact crater ejecta normalized to

crater radius maybe approximately uniform over a range of crater size and impact con-

ditions even though impact and explosion cratering events are not identical phenomena.
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Appendix A

Field measurements of crater dimensions and pellet preshot and postshot

ranges are presented in tabular form in this appendix. Table Al serves as an

index to the listing of the field data contained in Table A2. Table Al can be

used to identify the pellet groups employed in a specific experiment and provides

data on pellet emplacemenL and the configuration of the explosive charge. Table A2

lists the preshot and postshot distances of individual pellets (measured from sur-

face ground zero) and the results of a least-squares fit to the power-law expres-

sion discussed in this report [see Eq. (1)] for groups of pellets initially emplaced

at a common depth beneath the original ground surface.

The explosion experiments are listed chronologically in both tables. In cases

where incomplete -or unreliable pellet data was returned from a specific experi-

ment, it is not included in Table A2, although a description of pellet emplacement.

charge configuration. and crater dimensions is provided in Table Al.

Guide to Table Al

DATE - date upon which the experiment was conducted.

EXPLOSIVE DOB (W) - explosive depth-of-burst (DOB). measured in meters
from original ground surface to center of" the explosive charge.

EXPLOSIVE TYPE - explosive material. see Table 2 in the text of this report.
EXPLO.IVE VTWT (LBI - explosive weight in pounds.

EQUIVALENIT TNT WT (1.14) - equiv.lent weight of a TNT charge in pounds.
see Table 2 in the text of this report.

"SCU LED DOUB - scaled depth-of-burst (SD-II) of the explosive charge deter-
mined by divlding actual charge depth-of-burst Iy the ci. -root of the equlva-
lent TNT charge weight (SDOB measured in RAIb TNT)UJ).

Preceding page blAk



Appendix A

PELLET DEPTH - depth of emplacement of a group of pellets measured from
the original ground surface presented in centimeter and inch units.

PELLET TYPE - a description of the pellet material, see Table 1 in the text
of this report (Al represents aluminum alloy pellets).

CRATER RAD (M) - crater rim crest radius measured in meters.

CRATER DEP (M) - crater depth measured from the rim crest in meters.

Guide to Table A2

Experiments are referenced by an identifier phrase which gives DEVENS as

the experimental site followed by the experiment date, charge weight, approximate
description of scaled depth-of-burst, pellet type, and pellet emplacement depth.

Crater rim crest radii are presented in meters. The variable x refers to pre-

shot pellet range; r refers to postshot pellet range (both measured from surface

ground zero). A least-squares fit to the power-law expression discussed in the

text (Eq. (1)] is presented beneath a tabular listing of the field measurements.

(The first number after the = sign is a multiplicative factor; the second number
represents the exponent c in the power law expression. ) The correlation coeffi-

cient represents a measure of goodness-of-fit; a value of 1.000 is indicative of

an 'exact' fitting of the data.
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Table Al. Index to the Listing of Field Data in Table A2
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets
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Table A2. Preshot and Pnstshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cant)
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cont)
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cant)
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cant)
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YIELD 06780t x x./0 L('_14!0/PC! P R/RI LOTI0!8/RC!

-. 381 .4174 -.3794. 24.775 27.885! 1.&3273
.457 .0 .3003 13.45? 04.7846 1.16981t

.531 .04 -q31 SAQ 6.1235 .78700
.610 .6678 -. 17r3? 3.2R0 3.5927 S5594?
."66 .7917 -,12421 1. 3'7 1,6558 .17486
.762 .8347 -,17846 .922 1.0651 .C?739

LIT SO PIT TO LOG-LOG EOUA111R CS/SC!. .4h0'CR/RC)** -4.670 CORRELATION COFFFIC0E4T' .9946

OCOENS 1601T7313&R,FULL eURIEI)1TrASGE ACEYTLC,? INCH CRATER RAC3US!RCI: .913 HETP9S
PtLLE'T DE'PTH OP 505161 q. of,080m

---- PRFSMA0T PFLLPT RE&NGES------------855T580T PELLET 608015----
¶m 11 ittl~l VV310 LO11IOCT(/ES R 6/PC LOGISOG/RI)

METERS METfRT
.389 .3339 -.47640 17,114, 18.7213 1.27349
.301 .6174 -.17949 7.934 8.6917 * -1908

.457 8 .9R .831 $.01 4.1571 .00Q377
.933 .5843 -?7111 e 1.:68A 4.096? .6278
.61V - %"Rt? -,579T7 1,481 t1,6277 .21524
.484 .711 -.17471 1.760 1.3899 .14270

LOT SQ PIT TO LOG-LOG EQUATION CR/RCI-.55,9S6*CIC!*- -3.267 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT- .9043
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Table A2. Preshot arnd Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cont)
DEVENS 16OCTT3t3LB*FULL BURIED00REEN 01815.1 INCH CRATER 8*OIUSCPC). .413 METERS

-etS-OS'S.-OF 10020t - r.560)
---- P875140 SPELET RANGES��--------Pf3STSMOT PELLET RAMS-----

-ff-Ox~ 8 to LO/BC 108(WI1 it R/*C LoGI8(PIROO
METERS )47TFM

.381 .4124 -.37949 21.190 21.2100 1.36571
- .457 .5888 -.10031 12. 143 13. 3077 1.123V?

.533 .5843 -.23336 Y.5'.1 9.26084 .9170% 1
.618 .6876 -.17537 3.1489 3.7295 .57166-
.686 .7513 -.12421 1.301 1.4257 .15403 ___
--18 .19 --. 07$06 1.873 I.1753 .O7O15s

--tIT--St FIT TO LOG-LOG E0887178 (QR/)-C *'.63*(X/RCI'* -4.701 CORRELATION COS)'FICIEWT. -. jqj3-

DeVEMS 160CT730418,FULI. 611QI7FnIEf ACOYLIP.,1 160 CRAT" Q AOTUS(RC).1.013 METERS
PftL ET05'TM OF B38781 P. 7.98.7

---- PRFSHOT PELLET3 RANGES��--------P0STSHOT FELLET $7840ES---
SFIEt" OATS) y x1Irt LOIWII'PCI v R/Rc 10CID(R/VCI-"8FTERS METERS

.39 .3089 -. 52193 99,.954 S99.1935 1.772277-
.457 .4-514 -. 34544 2,1.616 28.2726 1.49137

S5 .15266 6.2734q 17.8817 12.7z34 1.~104" - ___
.60 .6019 -. 77050 '.Z0 4.1168 .15

-.688 .6771 -.11935 1.011S 3.0454 .48365

.762 *7.9z3 -.1215q 1.676 1.6551 .21086
-- .838 .az76 -. 08,20 t.113 1.0984 .04076 .. ..

LSVSO IT¶?OVtOG-t07 E003TICIO -18/973z..gg~81t7976).. -' * 19 CORRFtO03018 COEtFVICIEtl(.91.3

*OSOES#00734L9FUIl.RUR3ESOT8A67.E AC671.Ir,2 INCH CPATER QA03131RCI.1.013 ff7015
PELLET DEPTH4 OF BURIAL . 50f8CH

________ - .... W7514CT PELLrT RARGFV .....------POSTSMOT P711.77 88501--- -- _____
FIEL0 06788 x 1/87r 10010 P011 8 R/SC L0010c8/RCo

- TR M7P8 ETERS
.315 .3e09 -.9215? Z2.064 ?1.7875 1.33870
.381 .3762 -.4246Z 14.374 16. 1641 1.20861 -
.457 .4916 -.34544 9.077 8.9418 s99239
i"73 -.. 976 -;.Take 91.053 7.9906 - .Q0040 ____
.610 .681a -. 5 '.428 6.3467 8059.68 .6Y71 -169?5 1.748 t,7454 I2419
.762 .7523 -.17359 .9 1.1766 .07066

151' SO FIT TO LOGLO QA: l/1) 730/R* 3.3 CO8RRELATION COEFFICIENT- .9344

DEVENS 160CT73tLR,EtiLi 8U01771C'7EN SklSS,1 INCH CRATFR QAOIDuSIRCI..1.013 METERS
-PELLET SPT14 OF BRifIAL. 7.S&C9

---- PRESHCT PELLET RANGES��--------97T;TSM4OT PFLLFT RANGES----
-flt-00*B0----1---- R8 LOr10itop v3PI RfRC L70181R790

METERS METERS
-. 381 .37f2 -.4244? 43.983 43.4246 1.83774 - -

.497 .4514 -. 3454.4 26.993 26.6119 1.42s87
S- .33 .5266 -.2746k MY.7 13.602? 1.13361

.610 .6819 -. 2Z050 7.20Z 7.1110 .85190
____-iISa .6r71 -. 1-133 4.478 4.3875 .1756 -

.762 .7S?3 -.12359 1.439 1.4204 .15241
.838 .8776 -.08270 1.073 1.8593 .087981 -

.914 .902t -.041441 1.171 1.1556 .06780

8.51 SO FIT TC LOG-LOG 70153004 16/970 .56SY0x/'7l- -4.685 706)8.160 07 COEFFICIENT. .9840

DEVENS 160CT7302L,EILL 2UR180077 ACSYLIC,1 047H18957071C) CRATER QA0IUSIRC). .703 METERS
PtEL~. t -HV1fVF 501711 7.15479

---- PRESHCT PELLET RANGES------- ---- P"OTTHOT P71170 RANGES----
Sirmt 08180 V x/pt, LESI(r10 fr7. 9 9/SC 10118(R/PC)

METERS METERS
.192 .7187 -S.640p .31. Ni9 41'.4122 1.67589
.72q .379;1 -. 48769 28.072 39.5220 0.50121

- -. 305 .41!5 -.1670% 17.893 16%.3355 1.2639
.381 .541A -.26614 4,907 6.9788 .84378

-. 057 .6502 -. 18 A96 t.189 1.6905 .72802
.933 .7586 -.17001 1.262 1W945 .25395

LST SO PIE TO LO6-L0G E00ATI0N (R/R7). 8?(9Rl -e.980 7.OROFLATION COEFFICIENT. .9382

0781145 16OCT 731 ?L9 FULL 808110078886 67.60107C,7 INCH IEPROO) CRATER RACIUS(RC). .703 METERS
"-ltttT DEPTH. of, BURIAL 5.0ftCM

D& ----PSESOT ,PELLT 669071F------------P0131800 PELLET RANGES----

METERS METERS
.157 .2167 -.66408 11.6e3 1M61011 1.r773
.?29 .3251 -. 48799 3.011 W.826 .8.3171

-. "15 .4335 -. 3630c t.634 7.SP34 ,3661t
.331 Sk4It -. 26614 1,411 2.006q .30PS3

W l -FIT TO 106-L1007008510O (*/R908. 16* 8( 1/901 * -t.366 COWRLATIO 104)O!PP36111iy. 49
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Coat)

PELLET DEPTH OF SURIAL - 7.5670
- ~---PPSlCT PELLET RANGES�� ---- POSTS40T PELLET6 RiRG05-'----

FIELD 06364 x UPC LtyiQ10/PCl R R/AC LOGtG(R/AC)
METERS METERS

.229 .3zs1 -.46794 34.419 43.2596 1.06069______

38 .5413 -.Z6614 5,206 70,036 .86944
-- --- - .9 6S2 -. 16696f 1.603 ?.zeta .35754

-% QFIT TO LOG-LOG EQUATION (6/RC)' .476*W40/C90 -4.179 CORRELATION COEFFICIENIT- "IS-

I3EVES 3APRIL74% LO1SO0k06.6.2OIAC ArAYLIC, 7 INCH CRATER DAOTUS(RCI)1.024 METERS

---- PRESNOT FFLLrI RANGES............POSTSHOT PELLET RANGES----
PT1LV 0*180 y NI/C 10610 (XfPC) A R/AC LaG10(PIPC). - -

METERS0 METERS
.305 .2576' .52634 &.0.310 34.3801 I0. 9506
.391 .3720 -.4294.3 t7.983 17.5515 1.24451 ________

-.N57 - 4%[T, -..5015 - .99 A.6819 .9
.533 .5206 -.Z8330 7,199 7.0298 .86694
.616 .5192 -.72531' q.1;02 5.3720 .73614 -

.666 W66E -.17416 1.539 1.5030 .17695

.762 .744n -.1?940 1."04 1.1756 .01026

MtSO FT TClttOG--tO EntAIOrIN Tr- 0/C3 .1.7310/671' -3.72S CCPRELA't06 COEFVICTOtWY-i173r-

MgiEWSP??56S7A.651 GLASS, t1KCR RTRR0U(C104006
PELLET DEPTH CF 4UPIAL - 3.6r6! RTE A7'(C-.24MTV

_____-. . PPESHOT PFLLO? RANGl-------------90475007 PFLIET RINGES-~--
FIELD WAS8 y YIRC LIO.1CX/Pt, P wIpC LOGiO(R/PCO

.381 Wo7 -,4?94't ?0.955 20.4611 1.31093
' 451' .4464 -.ISAZS 10,967 10.723z 1.03t32

.533 .5200 -.263.72 q.081. 4.9A13 .69560 _______

.61 9552 -~a 7 1.7222 1.145$ . 45736 -
.606 .6696 -.1740,~ 1.447 1.4077 .14852

LST SO FIT TO LOG-LOG EnU4TICN (P/ACl~.7C1c) .4.1664 COPRFLATIDO COEFFICIENT- .9939

DEVEMS 3APRIL?4ISL001DO8!8.?2IP00O19 ACRYLIC, 3 INCH CRATER RROIUt(RC)-1.024 MEYERS
-fittfy DEPTH Of SRUAOL 3 .*97.m

--- PPESHCT PEW14 I RANGES----------P11STSHOT PELLET RAKGFS----
ffEto Wit8 x 0/RI LOGIOW6PC) R 9/AC L061609/AC)

ROFTEDS OR

Sal1 .3720 -. 42943 1'. ý05 16.7798 1.22479
-. 457 .41464 -. 1S625 W,59 $."%1 i?7ef

.533 S520e -Z83730 1.045 3.8720 .58794
--. 61R .45q67 -.2?531 1.t43 3.16t? ..50066

-t t5--V-SA F!r TO_"*-V 00)/6600 (6/51). .49I6C 3.513 CC6'tL6r91wO MC . .92y

DEVENS 36PqIL71.15t8ISflO-4.40tR73! AC-YLICI 2 34CH CRAA0C RAOIUS~(RCI-1.18.1 MOTERS
P~ttE, -IPTH OF 5)/PTLt 4.WC

.---0RESHC0 FF1101 *A4GrS ------------ROTSH0I 901150 P86607----
FIELDO ATAt 2 1/07 LC'G1(YIP") R /SC 16110(/PC)

.305 .?7?7 -.50083 76.31? 64.5154 1.P102

.361 Y?222 -.491q? 44.763 37.0505; t."807
--. 457 .3600 -.41774 ?5.?15 73.6602 0.37764,

.1533 .4510 -. 34575 10.%0 0006 8.84 . 4 164
"".6 599 -.2366S 4.456 3.8615 i.9f%5

.76Z 644! 9.1069 1767 P:700811 327
.3 .708p -414956 1664 1,402 t14836
.54 .7712 -.01171 1.4.31 1.?t13 .00327

LST S0 FIT TO LOG-LOG COUA40106 (4 IV) . .460(4x/5Cl.) -3.821 C0ORRELATION COEFFICIENT- .9933

-OQiVIMS 3APRIL74tSL8t$0ORf0.4650ILLn
8 

G1673, P INCH4 CRATER RAAIUS(RCI-1.183 14ETERS
OtPT.61 ' V000 IA0)1L - 4,1')"'

---- 300407 9011.17 6094AF------------POSTS00? PELLET 0847,0----
0IomO 0680 I 1401 LOW61 cI/pR) F. A/AC LOGlOCO/RC)

METERS METEPS
-.- isp .3006 -. 412741 36.40P 11.2036 1 .91147
- 13 .4510 -. 34579 23.091, 09.044 0.?9067

.606 S5795 -.23665 4.179 3.5305 .54821

.16t .6441 -. t6909 3.5147 2.0-72 .?4244
*.630 .0 6A -.14q55 1.951 1.6445 '21 r35

ST So FIT TO LOG-LOG 00060100 014/0)l- .77111/RC0- -5.693 CORRELATON6 COEFFICIENT. .9921
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual re -,.s (Cant)

SEVENS 31PK117&0L813008.8.401 ORPANGE ACRYLIC, 3 INCH 086Tht RAOIUS(RC)-1.183 METERS
--fltttft INEON OF 86*IAL = 4..3SCM

----PRESUICT FILLET RANGES ------------POSTSMOT PELLET RANGES�-
I woetac-0tltC). - if-- -ft - tGI-.yC ______

A IMETERS METERS
0'9? .3866 -.4t1274 2q9.354 2484 t.394688
.533 .4510 -.34579 9.431 ?.9742 .90169
.418 .5155 -.28740 4. 3A5 1.6907 .56711
.466 .199 -.V.3665 3.652 1.0876 .48963

LIT SQ FIT TO LOG-LOG EQUATION (R/RCI. .140-(X/RCI- --i.279 CORRELAT ION COEFFICIENT .9718

CEVEMS 30APR2L7415L905009OS0.% YELLOW GLASS, 2 INCH CRATER RAOIIJS(RC).1.280 RET6.RS

Ptt P OEROURTAL * 9~l.q74.
---- PRESHCT PrIL 7 RANGES ------------PnSISMOT PELLET RANGES---

1IL AA /87 L0010(T/ECI R 8/BC t0G100RIRCO--lSE030METERS -ETVRS
S.451 .3571 -.4471(- 35. 585 ;71.7976 1,44401

.610 .4762 -.3222? 16.307 12.7380 1.10510
___ - .606 1535 7 -. 77107 q0,43 7.0643 .34Q37

.762 .99E2 -.77E31 6.757 5.2780, .7225?

.838 .41;48 -.18197 4.059 3.1548 .69897
.914 .7143 -. 146,13 1,024 2.3619 373 7 6

LIT SQ-FIT EQ LOG-LOG EQUATION CR/B.): .717R(I/RCl-- -3.624 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT=.*9935

SEVENS 6JUME74ITSLR, 10011z.0.501 E~r' ACRYLIC, 7 30C4 CRATER RAOI10S(RC).1.259 METERS
-PEttt? DEPTH OF BURIAL z q.tipci

.----PRESMOT PFLLV1 5647.0------------POSTIHOT RELLET RANGES----
flt-1A V /EC LWVIS9CY/RC3 q 5/Rr L061 C(RIRCI 7

METERS SOITERS
- .05 .?421 -P3. 9 1.28 jB.49j3, 1.75,697

.381 .302' -.51q04 17.331 13.7676 1.13886
- -. .45t .3937 -.43q86 17.903 9.932? .9705S

.533 .42!7 -.17291 11.421 9.0726 .9577'
filly____- .1 .4843 -.31497 11. 257 8.11,77 .i1104

.686 .544A1 -. ?6377 8.63' 6.8%71 k%13614

.742 .6?5 -.71801 4.093 1.2518 .51713
.8.10 .6659 -.17662 7.'74 7.204 .34.309
.904 .72f14 -.11883 1.174 1.41.097 .141197

-ttlPtT tO~-O QUATION CR/BC): 1.134IYV/WC)- -?.164 COPRVLATIO9 TOE'FFTCIEB1E;STJMr

-lEVIENS 64UNE7415L8, S00820.500 PLUF 'LATS, 2INCH" ORATVR RAOIUS(RC)r1.199 "METRS
<IPELLET DEPTH Of BURIAL =:~ nc

--P11940S11tP " 8Wry 5............11091340 PrLLET PANG'-~- -- .FIELD 06111 X 0/97 L0110(1/PCI 8 B/AC L0G101P/RCO)
- ILTEBS METFOS

.305 .2421 -.41495 17. 054 13.547p 1.13105
.361 .3877 -.51904 13.111 j0.5730 1.02423
.457 .3632 -. 41901 10.333 8.2082 0B1429

q93 3r2 -.17791 7.778 6.1797 .79093 ---

.610 .4843 -. 31497 9,105 4.055Y .6'806
-. 686 .4448 -. 16,77 1. 141? 2.4964 .1731

.742 F.605S3 -.21801 2.042 1.623 .210112
.616 .6659 -.17667 1.517 1.2010 .t7 15 3*I.914 .77E14 -.13003 j75 1. 02a, IO91 .01?44

LST SQ FIT TO' LOG-LOG FOLAITON CS/MCI: .0rR0B)*~.3 CNIR(LATICN COFEFFICIENT. .9757

DEVENS 6JUNE74? ISL, 1505:0O.201 RPOOR rLS: 7 .?1!4 CRATER BA03IUSCRC).1.BOO METERSPRLLET 0C11T8 5F BURTAL * .q51CR
---- PRESNCT RRLLO 0 ANGES------------PqSST2OT LFT MINCES.----

FIELD OATAS S 1/BC LOII 12/PT) R ./RO L%100B(/PC)
METERS METERS

.381 .311 -4311195' 31.6401 31.6654q 1503
4 I 47 .4973 -3357A 11.640 13.64 33 1. 1 349?

.53! .533' .,775 4.2A7 4.2635 .63180.--
.61 .05 -21B4 3.191 1.1921 .90407

P' .60 .46660(, t -.15145 1'Q .341 l.'41' .7791a

LST SQ FIT tO L0G*LOt- OIIATOCM CS/MO)' .I9IRC E/RC1) -S.11S CORRELAiTION OO.DFFICIIMT- ."917

OEVENS 19JULY7413/rB SCOBO-.0lI RED ACRYLICI, 1 INCH CRATER MAO IUSCEC). .527 METERS

----PEESHCT PELLI S RANGES----------PISTIMHOT PELLET RANGES----
MiL 088 0AA x 0/80 LOGIO CXtPfCI 9 5/8 LOGIO(R7RCI

METF8S NETING
.254 .4821 -. 11680 1.865 1.8376 .54821
.305 .5704 -.73776 .796 0.9007 .17849

LIT So FIT SQ LOG-LOG EQUATION CR/BCw. .1- C/C' -4.670 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT. 1.8000
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cont)

KWENS 16J1LY7413/SLP, SCOOS.Ot8 BROWN8 GL4SS, 1 INCH CQATF* RA011J0(RC)- S237 04ETERS

---- V8E9407 PELLET RANGES -----------*PTSTSHOT PELLET rA0.ITS----)x -- ltt-iktKte LOGIO 00160) R O/ttC 9.0010061600
METERS MEYTERS

.26 .4821 -. 31658 1.sk7 3.502q 5464ks
.384 .. ;764 - . 3776 .860 1.6301 .21220

-.66f -015t 76 .049 1.041-1 7t-........____

0-ttt-50 FIT 10 LOG-LOG 090681(14 fR/R08. *1- 0/C -1.50? CORRELATIONCOPIIN-86-

--fflls t6S-tly-??3??tvi, 5=V1Efrt.-t -0L~ I INJCH 046TEM RA8OUS(tCW~ .5'2?- Wt?5RS
PELLET DEPTH OF BURIAL - P. 54 f"

----- PESIIOT PFLLET RANGES ------------POSTSHOT PELLET RANGES....
FIELD 0*1*8 0 0/ftC LOGtIO(X/PC) 8 R/VC LCG100R/RC)"- FTFRS 401065

.244 .4821 -. 3168fi 1.789 3.3931 .5305Q
__________ -. i41ft# *.237?~ .975 1.059t .0384?......-_____

.356 .6746k -. 170$5 .571 1.0867 .03611

-L ST SQ FIT TC LOG-LOG 710*3106 ( /a f.' .7T0-I 1/878 6 -1.472 C0PRELATICII COEFFICIENT- .8910

DEVEIOS 31JU0LY?4t3/f'LB, SCOfz0.2E* 0ORANGE *7959.00, 1 1400 CRATER PADIUSt(P90 .622 OETIERS
PELLET DEPTH OF 41181A x .5679

---- PPESHOT PFLLOT RANGES ------------POSTSI~nT PELLET PA84.01----
FIELD 06188 x 0/17 L0110W01/O Q R/87 LOGIC 1R/PC)

- -- - -rTEPS
.152 .2451 -. 61666 0.9466 14.32315 1.15605
..229 .3628 -. 43457 3.699 5.0035 .763??
.34 1 .6127 -. :p12V? .963 1.5406 .19006

LST 50 FIT TO LOG-LOG EQUATI0N (R/R01. .48tC 0/PCI"- -2.434 COFRFLA01CN COEFFICIENT-. .9991

GEVIENS 3tJ4JLY7 4 3/0LB, 50~e08.?5* AL., I I879 CRATER RA010S(RC19 .622 METERS
-PELIET DEPTH Of AORIAL - 2.51604

----6901801T PELLO T R44GES ------------79515901T PEI.LFf RANGES----
Mett6061W ik -1- . 05 __ 9r.1111vtoCt 0 P/PC LOGC 1667.........

HETERS PFTTAS
.229 .3676 -. 43457 4.171 6.7108 .e2677-
.305 .4902 -. 30163 1.444 2.3382 .36889
.361 .612? .27 1.017 1.6775 .21191

.457 .7353 -. 13354 .738 1,1063 .07419

LST.SO FIT TO LOG-LOG E90*7108 (0/00. 49* 650 -P.465 
7

C1847L*TECN COEFFICIENT- .9777

GEVEMS 31JULY?4t318L8, SCOP.10.250 BLUE GLASS, I 14718 CRATER RACIUSI800- .622 METERS

---- PRESHCT PELLET RANGFS------------POSTSHOT PFLLET RANGES----
ffft!L00A58 8 0/87 LoSIto(X/PCI P /RW LO616(R/RC)..

WTIRS METERS
.229 .3V(6 -. 4.14S7 40177 7.0392 Ws?74

.305 .4902 -. 1096? 1.606 Z.5833 .41218
X"9 .1? .17 .777 1.r59 89e1 -

t5f St F07 TO LOG-LOG EGUATTeN 4/SRCI- .?l5'09/RC1** -3.088 COPRRLATION COEFFICIENIT. .4t96-

DEVE WS 31JULY1403/6LF, $C07,0,741 4'0l*4 6LA-, P 197 CRATFR R801US0PE.0 .6,2? METERS
PuCVLE? DEPTH Or 13U16AL - '..570

---- PPESHOT -urLLy PW4FT-------- ----P0STS9OT PELLET RANGFR----FIELDO 061* V V P/5P L f16I0CT/Pf.1 0 R/87 LOG10(0/RC)
1OFTE'S m7T55

.11,2 ;-h9 -s 16 11.2%6 5.1969 .72"7

.?79 .3674 -.414%? ?.404 3.8725 .96800
--. 105 .494? -. I0953 1.15 lit .8676 .271291

le8i .$51?7 -.21t772 .744 0.1961 .07776

LST S4 FIT TO LOG-LOG EOUAIICM 19/408. .592-X/Qe0)-# -1.634 COFRRLAT 006 COEFFICIENT- .9672

DEVENS 3IJULYY4f3/6LR, S108.0.7'l AL, 2 097 CRATER RA0IUS0PC'). .622 14ETERS
litt!?f DEPT" Of SUPCAL - 95.9604

....-PHESHOT PELLET RANGES ------------PnSTSUIIT PELLET RANGES----
-- lft1A* YIN Met LE1 /CO XI6 R /6 RI .OGIOCR/80 ..

METERS METERS
--. M2 .29511 -61 3.539 %. 6760 .7560 *-

.22q .3676 -. 43457 2.033 3.2696 s51kso
______- .361 .4141? -.38163 .4-51 1.37?3 .13?53 -

.%~lV tt9-tl-f 01 LOS ATION Ctwm08. .367'0K/R808" -Z.003 C0Rt!L1TTOft ITUIP $518 7*6
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cont)

-ff~s-s~1ttS~tto1OO=t.90 ftf0 AeRYL10, z INCH Cyltf waCIISWCOS .6rt mIfult
PELLET DEPTH OF BURIAL. - !70.OCm

____- - -- PffWSOT 961181 RANGES5............POSTS4T PELLET RANGS...
FIELD DATA$ 0 X11C 10610 (0/801 R R/RC LOGIIO(A/IC) __________

.182 .2451 -. 61066 3.719 5.9804 .77673
:M - 81 3688 -.63457 t.sft 3.8137 .54t39
.305 .6992 -. 10963 1.173 1.6673 .27583
.01o .6t27 .17 .6048 1.10M ekr25s

-IfVEstS ttO)-PT78 t t8 CA., SnP08.6.0, At. I INCH CRATER RArIIUS(RC) * .69S METERS
PELLET DEPTH4 OF BURIAL1 2.5405"

--------PI!SntflGt.7 36 F..... - .. 0310Pf~tFT1Aw0W0TT'
FIELD OATAI 0 X/80 10110(0/80') P /8C LO011 (8/SC)

----- 1f7E9 METERS
.229 .3677 -. 46593Q 13.69? P0.7963 1.31799

-. 385 .4630 -. 33465 4.697 7.1363 .05335-------------
.381 .57A7 -;13754 2.675 3.7593 .57510

------- -;"*5p .6144 .1588 .9*1 1.9469 w1l543 - ___

LTS -50 FIT TO LOG-LOG 101811014 (A0/0. .4335 (1/PC)** -3.679 COAR8ELICI. C WFIC TEXT- ,99-59-

MENES IOSSPT?4O1 I9 06C, Ate~.2,0 1 15(18 rATF9 sAOIUlcR1'. .7t3 HE61.3
PflIM DEPTVH OF 1835101 5 ,.r

-;-P8ESHOT0rT 81118 POSS------------POSTSIJOT PELLET P08173--;.
FIELD OATAI I R/0 L 1101(Y180) 9? R/00 LOGIO(0/

0
00

HFTERf RIT0Ps
?to0 .321s -.69615; 3n.616 49.93s9 1.fq841
.30S .62?6 -368977 13.76Z 18.5940 1.26937
.301 .5367 -.:!72.11 9773 7.3937 .86883
.457 .6610 -.1931? P.46 3.1496 .4qprg
.533 Fk. I ?F - is1 .930 1.3036 .11908

1LSt SO FIT TO LOG-LOG EOIJATION (Q/-C1. .445(0/Po)* -6.265 CO'SEIATITC' COEVVICTEXIS .99?

01518 DstpT?"t 1 V18 C6,TIrP'07.2, A1 3 14CR CRATER RAO31JS(PCI- .713 PETERS
PELLET DEPTH OF BURIAL 7.67C.

Ar-- stHey vFL~tT -A9GES------------POSTSI40 PELLET 8RAKES----
FIELD DATAI 0 3/AC L0110(Y/801 R8 5/SC 10110(R/50)

.192 .7137 -67075 P.00% 7,8201 .65164
.2M .3?85 *.444t.; 3.667 Mes1 718 - -

.305 .?776 -. 16927 1.061 1.6026 420482
.361 .5;34? -.71731 1. 1891 1 .6%38 .21850
.4,7 .6617 -.19312' .616 1.1610 .05730

LST SO FrI TO LOG-LOG COUATIIN CR/0)-- lk42-(XIPC0*- -1.009 CORAFLATION COTFFICIEDIT- .7427

870281 11SEPT768 I L8 Ch, S'104-0.50, At. 1 INCH CRATER RAOIOSIRCI. .841 METERS
-51ttt?-DPnIM-OF BUIAt- 7."r(w . - .- -____

---- PRESHOT P71.181 RANGES1------------POSYSHOT PELLT171 88667----

HETFPS SETERs
--. 279 .2717 -.16589 37.066 38.0906 1.58887

.305 36'3 ::.44091 29.276i 3.1-007 1.!6159

.3"1 .6929 -.3668 33.881 16.so" 1.158 -

.657 s5k35 -.2668? 6;.q59 7.7q71 .09101'

.533 .636 -0.9767 I.786 3.9850 .59171
.610 .7268 -.1t39810 1.722 2.0671 .31116
.686 W?5 -. 118873 .974 1.1630 .06560

ttV So Fly to OG1-LOG F"81111(8 t/9ipI'. .7q7-(w/PC1.. -3.1r4 rOOSELATION COMFTCVfl .802'

DE'VENS ICS77T760 1 18 ch. 5008n-.0,0, AL 3 06fl4 CRAT$Q 58'umci9C .A61 4ETERS
PIU.U DEPT14 OF 18)1081. t 7.67r"

---- 1830 PPE .183 818475rrs------------FOSTSWOT PFLLFT RANGE--S
FIELD 08898 V V/1 q 1.8018(0/PCo) v 8/80 1.8610(8189);

METERS ETE85
.379 7757 -.96505 1'..90 16,8656 1.73

.105 .367 -.609 1.7:4 it.6304 1.70,640
- - -. 8 .643? .1668 6.6 no 4: r 717 .7601

.45? skis9 -. 76,42 1.979 '.7876 .35861

.433 .63610 -.39787 1,317 1.582 .196g7

-IS? SQ PIT TO LOG-LOG 14OAIOON tP/IRC. .62(/1)'-2.067 CORRELATION COEFFVICIENT- ."t1--
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cant)

UC~11tSSPIM I to Ch, SeOB.8.92, At %.q 1INCH CRATER RAOIUJStWCI-.6IITR
PELLET DEPTH OF GURIAL - 11.43114

------PRES11Ct P#tLOT KAMMtS.... --- POSSO(OtPELftt RANGE S----
FIELD DATA# 0 X/RC LOGIO0(0/C R RiRO' LOGIO(PRO)G

.18 .3623 -. 4409L 2.481 2.9493 .146972
.4529 -. 35101 I. s4 1ý6116 .2-3806

.45? .51.3S -. 26462 1.244 1.4763 .169?5

LST SO FIT TO LOG-LOG EQUATION (B/C. .48E/RC 0** -1.721 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT- .9867

OEEWNSI 1SSPTY401 ILO 04, SnOOR0.375, AL I INC#- CRATER RAO!UJSTROI. .799 METERS
-- PMOL -DEPTH1 Of IRIVXAL - 2.96114

---- PRES1'4T PELLET PANIIES --- --- POSTSMOT PELLET RANGES----
-1?ttt~tt---?-lRC LnGioEtitm p RfPC LOCIDI#RICI

METERS N'ETERR
M .2 .?863 -.54324 ?5.271 3P.2710 1.411861

.305 .3817 -.41830 1..66Z 10.8473 1.01532
- .361 .4721 -.32134 4,011 5.0229 .700993

.457 .5725 -.21.22 2.350 p.9q427 .46625

---"V SO FIT TO LOG-LOG CO4JATION 4RIRC)- .42t'tXJQC)-- -3.429 COORPLATIOI4 COEFFICIENT- .1915

-WS9fWIN". 5-t~C8'039 At. 'T r04f CRATER'#"TUStE0T3 .79V~--
PELLET DEPTH OF GURZAL = 7. A. ?

---- PRESOCt
T 
#LWT0 5814015------------POSTSHOT PELLET RANGES~---

FIELD DATA# x 0/El LOGIO OR/PC) P QIOC LOG1R(R/RCI
--- METERS '4ETERt

.229 .2863 -,54324 2.871 3.5954 .59557S
_______ - -- .912 -. 42830 7. 35 3.0088 .971m - --

.381 .4771 -.3713Q 1.753 2.194? .34131
-- 497 .535 -7420 1295 1.5763 .1976S

ILSY SO FIT TO L1SLGG E"-JAY204 (W-CI. .87(/E.R -. * CORRELATION COEFFICIENT- .9243

OEVENS 2SSEPT2I.0588 68 C41 S0rOB0.00, AL I 06414- CRATER RA00UStRCI. .65? METERS
Pl~tE, UERN up -BUtIt z' 7.51

---- PRE'SHOT FILLET RANGER ------------POCT'NOT PFLLFT RANGES----
VmD AT t98 I 0IR1r L.000 CRPCI R 11/C 0.0638 (P/RI)"METERS METERS

- p.22 .150% -.4553.; '.666 10.7521 1.0701?
.305 .1."3 -. 13041 1-1'1 5.8735 .7689?

- - .381 .58hI -.23191 1.881 2.083?2 m;9857 -
.457 .7009 -. 15432 .795 1.1636 .06574

LST SO FIT 10 LOG-LOG EQUATION (8/SC). ,4-3/C~ 3.267 ('06RELATOCt, COEFFICEE6T. .9864

DEnE 25SEPT7#61 So00O C4. 14 SnCP.A.4, AL 2 NE CRATER RACO0SERCI..62ETR

- EWET? DEPT" or R135080. R .08"1
--PRESHC1 PFLLP? RANWET------------PrSTSHnT PELLEI PAIGES----

-Fmet 06188 It 8/RE L(Irt0iRT1pe P /DC LOG108PIRC)
REVERS METERR

.305 .4613 -. 13041 0.30? ?.DI8T .30907
.l81 .S4t -. '3150 .861 1.3310 8 16

9.59SO F?? 10 LOG4-LOG EQUATICNl iR/IQ). ,93OOROR 3 CORRELTION COVP FTCETf. .001s

ff98489 PSSPYY375 SOO G4 CAT S007.8.29, iL t 161PH C.RATER RATOUSIRC)R .799 NV8ERs
PEL.LET DEPTH OF BICROAL - P.51.14

---- PPESNOE PttlLI P&HrCrs------------POSYTSIOT PELL" RRNGET---.
FIELD 0*00 x 1/04(l LOfIO.10/Pf! R 6/410 LOG1OIE/PCI

.305 .401b -. Iq9620 II.659 17,952 0.998

.38t .%$?a -.299q?9 9.080 11.9609 1.8788'
kqy7 00114 -.??01t I,141 1.7430 ,77

.911e~r tr CorIR'141 --.117.10.199 .210

GEVINS 25SET74E 9SO8 AM4 C44 n01090i,29 At ' 014 CR8188 44OOUSIRC4w J4,95 "Wes83
PELLET 01P144 Of RURIAL A .07114

- - *--.PSM9T wrt0.71 W9.ES ------------POSISMOt PELLft 8Aittl...
FIELDO 06181 it 1"8 LAGISOWPEI p 5/87r LOCI010/AC1

:M2 .301? -.5716 qI4" 12,2048f 1.88660
.309 .41410 -,2141fit 7.084 9.%f"51 q1Ple.
.314 RIPS2 -P47497 ).Oki 4.0102 .60331'

-W41,,t -.98141! 1.98' t.6169 .%It*5

- -tt-ittI 98.0-OG OCO~lM 18/lis .BI01l0O8** p.s3f COOMMON114 o0!ff000tNY- .9*6
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Table A2. Preshot and Postshot Distances of Individual Pellets (Cant)

OEVI4S 25SEPT74: 509 69 C4t SP07.0.2r, AL 3 INCH CRATER PADIUS (PC). .7S9 METERSPttT0PT1 ,0-I(UWT~t - 7.6779------__
---- P075140 PrILft RANGES --- -- POSTSHOT PFLLFT PA GES----

I12no 0*701 x I/e7 LOGIIOt/pCI R P/PC LOGWRIP0/C
MrTFQS4ETERS

_________ .229 Set1? -.4711' 1.q926 2.r,392 .40497
.35 .40!7, -. 19620 I.?qa ",3645 .76

____ .11 .570 -. P9979 t.r9t P.0,16. .M247-
.457 W604 -.??Ott .044 1.1124 .04620

1.51 SQ FIT TC LOG-LOG EOLATI]C IP/9Cl. .04OR=9 -1.043 COP~RLATICN CGEFFICIEht- .41t2

DEVEMS 2SSEPT74t SOO GO C4., soorrp.sn, At CPTF 'Nt0010900lSIQC)* .466 Mc7EPS
PELLET0 DEPTH or RLI0041 * ýtr

PfP0SN0 R6.3 ANGES� --- POSTSMOT PELLET 0PANE-Z----
P?!L* 0ATA# 0 wopC LOGIO(1/P,' 0 0/Pt Lfl610(P/QCI

METERS "EYE"S
.305 .19?t -.4%'117 14.96r, 17.7087 1.71776
.381 .4401 -.39641 i.150 9.4761 qp.1.13
ý4151 q~7q? -. 7721' 4.66- (1.2762 .77120 I
.531 .616? -. 21420 '.1 'iIS I. 0 ?11 .4601;
.610 .7944 -A;.?a7 1.?60 1.46pa9 .14.993

* tSVS501111T tO00LOG ERV11100 (0/SC). .51p'(V/OC)" -1.453 COEFo-LATTCR CO'FV3ICII'M~

01016w rsse91740 So0 GN e4.1 5W0.O.S4, AL. I 147$" CRATFO OAOIUStPC- .864 METfPS
PELLET DEPTH OF ShURIIL - 7.42c.

-0003140 P01.LI1 R4GES ----- -POSTWO0T PrIL~LF P80CY'S---.
FIELD3 'blATA wall. LOG19:o0ot R qC Ln060 IApocc

501005 OETE "
.229 .?6441 -.47074 17.160 19.8219 1.29719
.305 .35r1 - .45132 ~ v 4.'9 664kh R??4.S
.391 .1.401 -.IS414 %.00? 9.fit 7419

.931 .616? -. ?1170 1.637 1.0908 .207440

8.30 SO FIT TC LOG-LOG 0001jICM (RICCI- 8*007~ -?.017 COPPrLA&TIO,, COFFFICIEthl .9741

IDEVES 29SEPT74: 400 GM Cht SPOP-.-Ws1 AL, 4 INCH 798709 PACTUSI0C). .466 METERS
41~t? 8T OPSUPRCSAL PFI.li 044614-----------004151401 FLLFT PAWSO----

90010o DA ~ 010410 0 1 /6WA LOGOSI0'~ 4PC 1000(/C)
IIFtrRS 4T

.10,0 , .91, -:.5 3 3? :4.448 9.13t,49 :'''.279
.301 .41401 -1401;0tI 2.977 3.41331 *1- 06

--115 * Oil 48 4.41.04-O 9,11'4110% -0*. .1'(1OO* 2.8 CO'
8

L6700I Ca"010?tSHN .51St
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